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We want to know: How creative can you and  
your students get with Pitsco products?

Take a photo or record a video that includes any Pitsco products and post the photo/video to your Facebook, 
Twitter, or Instagram account using #PitscoGetCreative. Then, if you haven’t already done so, like or follow our 

Facebook (@pitscoeducation), Twitter (@pitscoed), or Instagram (@pitscoed) page.

That’s it! Once a month, from August to December 2016, we’ll choose a winner who will receive a  
$100 discount toward purchases at www.pitsco.com. We’ll award five prizes total!

Visit www.pitsco.com/GetCreative to see our Official Rules page for details, and then get creative and get clicking.

We can’t wait to see what you – and Pitsco – can do! 

TAKE A PHOTO OR VIDEO

UPLOAD IT
Via Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram

TAG IT
#PitscoGetCreative

#PitscoGetCreative
Photo & Video Contest
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As adults, we often look back on our youthful days with rose-colored glasses. It is easy to forget 

the challenges of being a young person. Students are asked to make choices about a future 

life they have little knowledge of. They face peer pressure and temptations that can hurt their 

future prospects. Many have even greater challenges such as troubled home lives, poverty, or an 

inability to speak the predominant language.

Ideally, school is more than just a building where students acquire facts. It is also a training 

ground for future skills, a sanctuary from life’s problems, and a support network. When all is 

going right, when teachers are empowered with opportunity and the right tools, school is first 

and foremost a place where young people find the things they need to grow in positive ways.

In this issue of The Pitsco Network:

• Dave the Science Guy recalls a profound moment when he realized he was a particular 

student’s mentor.

• In Tulsa, Oklahoma, English language learners at San Miguel Middle School make powerful 

connections at a family science night.

• At Ki Charter in San Marcos, Texas, Pitsco is providing the alternative curricula that serve many 

students with specialized needs, and the behavior incidence rate has decreased by 80%.

• Community volunteers lead students to jobs and job skills at a job fair featuring CO
2
 racing 

in Duncan, Oklahoma.

• Teacher Vic Worthington’s vision leads to incredible grant success for the Rochelle, Illinois, district. 

  Matt Frankenbery
 Vice President, Education & Executive Editor
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The Pitsco Network is published by  
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except June-July). Information and articles 

are geared to Pitsco Education facilitators 

and administrators.

Article submissions and story ideas: 

Story ideas, suggestions, and full-text 

submissions are welcome. Please send them 

to Editor Tom Farmer at tfarmer@pitsco.com 

or P.O. Box 1708, Pittsburg, KS 66762.

Change of address: To report a change  

of address or name of recipient, contact 

Editor Tom Farmer at tfarmer@pitsco.com 

or P.O. Box 1708, Pittsburg, KS 66762.

© 2016 Pitsco, Inc., 

P.O. Box 1708, 

Pittsburg, KS 66762

The way can be difficult, 

From the Executive Editor

but the rewards are great

Pitsco Education recently saw the passing of two of its early creative forces: Max Lundquest 
(right), one of the founders of Pitsco, and Mike Neden (left), associate professor of Technology and 
Workforce Learning at Pittsburg State University. Both men worked as the first modular technology 
teachers who spawned the idea of Synergistic Systems. Pitsco CEO Dr. Harvey Dean (center) and 
all Pitsco employees are deeply indebted to these men who helped lay the groundwork for STEM 
education as we know it today.



One of the most rewarding parent-teacher conferences I had during my 

teaching tenure was with a parent I didn’t really relish the idea of meeting 

with. I disagreed with almost everything about her parenting decisions, so it’s 

odd to me that one of the conversations I remember most clearly – and in a 

positive way – would come from a conference with this particular parent. 

Don’t get me wrong. I did not dislike her, as she was very personable 

and enjoyable to talk with most of the time. But when it came to her three 

boys, she just seemed to always have ideas that worked counter to what 

she wanted for them. I had two of the boys in class at the time. One of 

them, James, was one of my favorite students. As a matter of fact, he and I 

are still friends to this day even though we live more than 1,000 miles apart. 

So, what did she say that affected me so much and changed the 

way that I viewed teaching and my relationships with students from 

that point forward? “Mr. Meador, I just want you to know that I have 

told James that having you as a mentor has been and will continue 

to be one of the best things that has ever happened to him. I want to 

thank you for being that for him.” I was floored at this opening remark 

and I can’t remember anything else about the course of that particular 

conference. I just kept thinking about my new role as a mentor.

I actually looked up the word mentor in a dictionary in my classroom 

right after she left. Not because I wasn’t aware of the meaning, but because I 

wanted to make sure I reinforced the responsibility that had just been thrust 

upon me by her two sentences. I had been drafted into a role that I never 

really saw myself in before, but have been unable to separate myself from 

since. Even as I write this, I am looking at the definition on Dictionary.com, 

and it says, “1. a wise and trusted counselor or teacher. 2. an influential senior 

sponsor or supporter.” There is hardly a word in these definitions that doesn’t 

carry a tremendous weight of responsibility for a person wearing the title. 

I have come to believe that all teachers, whether good or bad, 

are mentors because of the phrase “influential senior sponsor.” You 

influence every student who enters your classroom. The level of the 

mentoring that takes place will undoubtedly be different with each 

student, but it will happen on some level. What not all of us realize are 

the sacrifices and changes to our behavior the role requires of us. 

If you stepped into the role of facilitator in a Pitsco lab, you made 

a sacrifice that your students will notice. This classroom is unlike any 

others they have experienced and, whether they consciously register 

that now or will come to the realization later, they will recognize that 

sacrifice on your part. You are sending a message that you are willing 

to adjust and change everything you have learned in your teacher 

education and your past teaching experience to make sure they receive 

a quality education. By sacrificing a part of yourself, you are establishing 

a level of trust with the students that they can rely on whenever 

necessary. They will know you have their best interests at heart. 

You have been drafted into the role of mentor merely by your 

presence in the classroom. You will be changed by every student who 

comes into your classroom, and they will be changed by you. The 

following are some reminders that help me stay sharp in this role. Maybe 

you will find them helpful as well, and perhaps you have other ideas that 

are even better. If so, share them with as many colleagues as possible. 

You might also find that being in a Pitsco lab will offer opportunities for 

these tips that would be more difficult in a regular classroom setting.

TIPS FOR MENTORING EFFECTIVELY
•  Assess myself and my skills constantly. What are my main areas  

for improvement?

•  Do my actions match my words? Students despise, “Do what I say, 

not what I do.”

• Take an authentic interest in my students and their lives.

•  Set some goals for my students and myself, and measure the 

progress of those goals regularly.

•  Talk to my students and provide feedback, especially critical 

feedback, in a way they can understand.

• Listen to my students – really listen. 

David Meador
Curriculum Specialist | dmeador@pitsco.com

DAVE THE SCIENCE GUY

A role you might not 
realize you have: mentor
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More than 50,000 students competed and 
the best advanced to FIRST® Championship

ST. LOUIS, MO – Make a challenging game and subtract a 

limitation on robotics systems. Add the best of the 50,000+ students 

who participated in the 2015-16 FIRST Tech Challenge (FTC®) RES-QSM 

game, and you get a hotbed of robotics creativity and excitement.

The 2016 FIRST Championship, held April 26-30 in St. Louis, MO, saw 

teams from around the world gathering in crazy team apparel to partner 

and compete in one of the most exciting robotics competitions around. 

This year, teams did not have to use specific robotic systems as in 

the past, but TETRIX® MAX was still in heavy use as it was developed 

for FTC and has a competition set available. Bomb Squad 9804, a rookie 

team from Los Angeles, said they used TETRIX for their chassis because 

it was relatively light and still strong. Around this MAX chassis, they 

added their own custom-made parts to complete their robot design. 

This hybridization was a common practice this year as teams mixed 

robotics system parts with parts that were 3-D printed, CNC milled, 

hand cut from wood, and even bought at hardware and dollar stores. 

GETTING THE HANG OF IT
The new game, RES-QSM, required robots to climb a ramp with bars 

to represent a mountain. Teams that could reach and hang from the 

top bar, which angled back over the ramp, at the end of the match 

received extra points.

“It’s a hard game this year,” said Emma Onstad, a junior on Team 

Rhyme Know Reason 8528 from Delaware. “I’ve been in it three years, 

and it’s a hard game.”

In an event in which robot weights have been creeping up over the 

years – some robots now weigh more than 50 pounds – this presents 

a steep challenge to combine the mechanisms needed to score earlier 

in the match and those needed to climb a mountain obstacle, attach to 

the top bar, and suspend the robot from it. 

This challenge was overcome in many ways, from using different 

mechanisms to attach to the top bar and then using a winch to raise 

the robot, to arms that extended to grasp the bar and then retracted to 
pull the robot up. 

For many teams, their hang was an evolution. Team Bomb Squad 
9804 said they started with arm mechanisms that were too heavy and 
made their robot less active. They started to work with the idea of a 
continuous line system but realized it was too long. 

“We modified our own cascading line system, four strings on each side 
– two for going out and two for going in – and this allowed us to go up and 
down within three seconds,” said team member Steve Cox. “It’s ridiculously 
fast and we’ve never once had a problem with the entire thing.”

For other teams, it was about understanding how to maximize 
power. Team Toxic 9789 from Granger, IN, worked out the gearbox and 
torque needed to hang. 

“Our lift power comes from a motor that is geared 1:2, then transfers 
into a 1:2 gearbox, outputting 1:8 torque, and that’s enough to lift our 
34-pound robot up the mountain,” said team member Tyler Brodzinski. 

“We’ve seen that we needed to maintain constant pressure onto the 
tape measure, so we have opposite gearing onto two axles that have 
TETRIX wheels on them, so the tape is sandwiched in between. So, when 
dispensing outward, it’s not like you’re just pushing the tape outward but 
also pulling to maintain constant pressure.”

Some teams simply chose not to include the hang mechanism, 
focusing instead on perfecting their robot for the other methods of 
scoring for the game. In the end, RES-QSM, proved a real shakeup for 
teams and pushed them to increase their engineering know-how. 

To learn the results and awards from the 2016 FIRST Championship, 
go to www.firstinspires.org. 

FTC® teams get the hang of robots

ROBOTICS

By PJ Graham, Web Content Specialist • pgraham@pitsco.com

The 2016 FIRST Championship 
was held in St. Louis, MO.
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Make. Making. Maker. Maker ed. Maker movement. Makerspace. 

Chances are, you’ve heard these buzzwords and phrases, but do you 

know what they mean? Can you picture a maker or makerspace in your 

head? That question is not as easy to answer as these terms seem to 

have different meanings for each individual, school, and community. 

Let’s think about the word make for a moment. We all know what 

that means, right? To make is to create, build, produce, convert, bring 

into existence, and so on. When you connect make to other words, you 

now have phrases that could have multiple meanings. Makerspace, 

for example, can now become creator space, builder space, producer 

space, and so on. The numerous interpretations of the word make have 

allowed for various implementations in communities and schools. 

The key principles of the maker movement are fairly easy to grasp. 

The movement calls for student-directed learning through open-ended, 

hands-on explorations. What aren’t as easy to understand are all the 

details that go along with this significant transformation of education. 

Here are just a few questions that teachers, administrators, and parents 

have started asking themselves in the wake of this movement:  

• What is the role of the teacher when the learning is student directed? 

•  Are the students really gaining knowledge of essential concepts 

through hands-on learning? 

•  How can learning be so open ended? Shouldn’t there be a right or 

wrong answer? 

• How do you fund the materials? 

• How do you find the time or space to have a makerspace? 

These are all valid questions. Before we attempt to answer them, let’s 
take a moment to understand the movement and its intended outcome. 

STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math) has come to 
the forefront both in schools and in the job market. In recent years, 
STEM companies have been noticing that their new hires are not 
equipped with the skills needed for the available jobs. Because of this, 
STEM integration into education has become a necessity. 

Many schools now offer some sort of STEM class or club. Others 
incorporate a STEM focus in their classrooms that most likely ties 
in with their curriculum. In today’s schools, students are asked to 
complete more experiments and hands-on projects to showcase 
their skills in the STEM realm. They are learning life skills such as time 
management, collaboration, problem solving, and risk taking. 

MAKERSPACE
Unbeknownst to many, makerspaces are not new to education. You 

have most likely been in a space where you made something. Maybe 
it was in a shop class, an art lab, or home economics (now Family and 
Consumer Sciences). The point is, while in school, you had classes in 
which you were able to make something with your hands. This is the 
essence of a makerspace and, fundamentally, hands-on learning. 

A makerspace, by any other name, is a place where people make, 
create, tinker, hack, imagine, think, collaborate, remake, experiment,  
fail, try again, produce, use, and reuse. I use the word place loosely.  
A makerspace might not be a designated space or room. It might be a 
mobile cart with materials that travels from room to room. It might be 
a table full of stuff in the corner of the cafeteria. With this in mind, and 
because of varied interests, each space will look and feel different. 

Maker 101: How you can get started
By Kristina Davis, Educational Program Designer • kdavis@pitsco.com

Much more on makerspaces:  
www.pitsco.com/makerspace

Editor’s Note: “Maker 102: 
Engineering design process 
at center of makerspaces” 
coming in October-November 
issue of Network.
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$135,000 from Monsanto, Farmers Insurance 
funds lab updates, district STEM resources

A teacher with no previous grant-writing experience but with an 

ambitious idea applies for three major grants and gets all of them – the 

funds totaling $135,000. What is the lesson? 

DREAM BIG
Our teacher in question is Vic Worthington, Pitsco technology lab 

teacher at Rochelle Middle School in Rochelle, Illinois. Worthington’s 

quest for grant money began with the realization that his students 

were not where they needed to be in terms of career readiness. 

Two years ago, the Rochelle Chamber of Commerce released a 

report showing that even though the town had no shortage of job 

opportunities, a high unemployment rate existed among its populace.

“As a local teacher, I felt like a failure,” said Worthington. “I see my 

mission as a teacher and coach to be showing my students the path to 

their present and future successes. If local residents weren’t getting the 

jobs available in the community, I felt like I had let the community down.”

TAKING THE SHOT
Working with the district, Worthington and others developed an 

ambitious program concept to bring more career relevance and exposure 

to students. But that meant money would be needed. Worthington had 

never written a grant before, but he knew the hour had come. “I decided 

that it was time to try doing something bigger. Win or lose, I wanted to at 

least take my shot.”

This was spurred on by a bit of serendipity. Worthington was 

approached by his superintendent in January 2014 with a grant 

opportunity: Monsanto was offering their America’s Farmers Grow Rural 
Education (AFGRE) grant in the amount of $10,000. The superintendent 
wanted to know if Worthington had any plans to grow his technology 
program. As it happened, the previous day Worthington had met with two 
Pitsco reps, Todd Smith and Tom Bohr, and the trio had discussed ways to 
use Worthington’s framework to go beyond lab facilitation. Worthington 
had left the meeting inspired, and when his superintendent mentioned the 
grant opportunity, Worthington pitched his program idea on the spot.

To cut to the chase, they won the $10,000 AFGRE grant. And not 
only that, but the next year Worthington “expanded the focus” and 
reapplied, this time with a $25,000 proposal. In August 2015, he won 
again. And it didn’t end there. One of the AFGRE grant staffers noted 
that another company, Farmers Insurance, was offering a $100,000 
program, Thank America’s Teachers. Worthington applied – and won. 

THE PAYOFF
To date, Worthington’s total grant winnings amount to $135,000 

in funds. The first grant went toward updating Worthington’s lab, 
adding titles with a focus on agriculture: Aquaculture, Soils, Horticulture, 
and Sustainable Agriculture. He also added Audio Broadcasting and a 
simulated agri-news segment activity. 

The second Monsanto grant also went in part toward new Modules: 
Home Makeover, Math Behind Your Meals, and Breakfast Nutrition. But this time 
the reach also extended beyond Worthington’s lab. One of the goals of the 
Monsanto grant was to increase math and science across grade levels. To this 
end, Worthington made several purchases with the whole district in mind. 

“I purchased a 3-D printer, straw rocket launchers, maglev tracks, 
TETRIX® robot classroom kits, hot-air balloon kits and launchers, and a 
few other things. We basically have a lending library for any classroom in 

Teacher’s vision leads to grant success

By Cody White, Communications Assistant • cwhite@pitsco.com
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the district that needs some fancy science or math toys to help reinforce 

concepts or do culminating activities to various classroom units.”

With the Farmers Insurance grant, Worthington once more looked 

toward the benefit of his district, and it was with these funds he pushed 

the career-literacy program to great heights. The program emphasizes 

contact between students and professionals. This includes a visit by 

a local registered nurse or firefighter to provide CPR/AED training for 

students in Rochelle Middle School’s health class, dialogues between 

successful district alums and present students in various classes, and even 

field trips for Worthington’s students to locations (farms, a grain elevator 

company) relevant to the agriculture-themed Modules they experienced. 

The program has even extended the value of the Modules to 

those not in the lab. According to Worthington, the band and chorus 

programs are utilizing elements of both the Audio Broadcasting and 

Music & Sound Modules and teleconferencing with alums working on 

the traveling companies for two major Nashville recording artists.

RISING TO A CHALLENGE
The last two years have given Worthington a new perspective. 

Thinking back to his early days as a lab teacher, he remembers seeing 
numerous grant notices and promotions in Pitsco publications. Of course, 
the potential benefits were always attractive, but the application process 
itself seemed daunting. It wasn’t until Worthington took a leap of faith 
that his dreams for his classroom and his school became real for him.

As it turns out, he wasn’t wrong about the grant application 
process. It was challenging. “To some extent to get these big grants 
it was a lot of paperwork. My Farmers Insurance grant was 42 pages 
when all was said and done. But it paid off.”

Worthington still feels some hesitation about applying for 
additional grants. After all, he has been batting a thousand so far. Why 
screw up a perfect record? But he has come to the realization that 
when it comes to the grant process and his vision for education, he is 
going to keep stepping up to the plate. 

Winning $135,000 in grant money over two years is no small feat. 

Teacher Vic Worthington achieved this with the intention of improving 

his Pitsco lab, his school district, and his community. While he doesn’t 

feel he knows “the secret” to grant success, he does have a few things 

he’s learned along the way.

•  Work with a grant consultant, especially if you are new to the 

game. The consultant he worked with helped him refine and 

finesse his approach.

•  Develop a passionate vision and clearly relate it to the 

grant foundation’s goals. “For instance,” says Worthington, “the 

Monsanto AFGRE grant wanted to emphasize STEM instruction in 

rural schools. I took my vision of enhancing kids’ future employability 

and applied it to STEAM instruction associated closely with career 
pathways directed specifically into area agriculture.”

•  If you are building a program, don’t be shy about recruiting 
community support. And this doesn’t mean money, necessarily. 
Any community has a network of professionals that can lend time 
and expertise to give a program depth and credibility.

•  Emphasize the programming, not the gear that the money 
will buy. Worthington says that with the money “we’ve been able 

to add a project-based learning class during the school year and 
three project-based STEAM mini-courses. . . . To teach these well, 
we bought a lot of stuff using grant money, but we emphasized 
the teaching, not the stuff.” 

A few grant funding suggestions

At far left, students use a 
3-D Afinia printer purchased 
with Farmers Insurance grant 
funding. In the middle and 
on the right, students sign 
Monsanto feed bags as an 
expression of gratitude for 
grant money used to support 
the STEM lab at Rochelle (IL) 
Middle School.
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ESSA positions STEM front and center

John Dewey, obviously gazing toward the future, stated that 
“Arriving at one goal is the starting point to another.” His observations 
continue to ring true as we progress beyond the guidance of the 
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA) and No Child 
Left Behind (NCLB) to the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). The act 
mentions explicitly science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM). 
In his State of the Union address this January, President Obama said we 
should add to gains from NCLB by “offering every student the hands-on 
computer science and math classes that make them job-ready on day 
one.” To that end, he has developed a Computer Science for All initiative.

To deliver what the president calls for, we have to reach beyond 
simply teaching coding in our K-12 computer science classes and 
fight the perception of these classes as electives, as a May report from 
the Information Technology & Innovation Foundation argues. The 
report recommends training 10,000 new computer science teachers 
and treating the subject of computer science as we treat the more 
established sciences such as physics. Title II funds may be utilized 
for these purposes to improve the skills of teachers (www2.ed.gov/
programs/teacherqual/index.html). 

Title II may also be used for working with students with 
disabilities or in preschool or students who are English learners. 
Technology implies the use of devices, and the Improving Basic 
Programs Operated by Local Educational Agencies (Title I, Part A) 

grant can give students the access to technology they need to 

succeed and meet standards (www2.ed.gov/programs/titleiparta/

index.html). But Phillip Lovell and Thomas Murray of the Alliance for 

Excellent Education say the way students use technology is important: 

“As research indicates, simply digitizing past practice will not 

accelerate student learning. The use of technology to explore, design, 

and create is key to developing the STEM knowledge and skills.”

Many federal grants can assist you in building a thriving 

technological armory to face the challenge of technological growth. 

For example, the Federal Charter Schools Program Planning and 

Implementation Grant (Title V, Part B, Subpart 1) could be used to 

augment technology in a charter school setting (www2.ed.gov/

policy/elsec/leg/esea02/pg62.html).

The 21st Century Community Learning Centers (CCLC) program 

provides funding to faith-based organizations, among other entities, 

for programs that give students in academically or economically 

poor schools other avenues to learn outside school (www2.ed.gov/

programs/21stcclc/index.html). Other grant assistance includes 

School Improvement Grants that support programs motivated “to 

substantially raise the achievement of students in lower-performing 

schools” (www2.ed.gov/programs/sif/index.html).

In addition, there is the Individuals with Disabilities Education 

Act (IDEA), which gives students with disabilities access to “a free 

appropriate public education” (idea.ed.gov).

Regardless of the program selected, the goals are visible and 

the leadership and the teachers must be on board if the pinnacles 

envisioned are to be attained. We wish all those involved a 

successful acquisition of the grants available.  

Pat Forbes
Education Liaison | patforbes@pitsco.com

GRANT APPLICATION DEADLINES25

September
12 Ezra Jack Keats Foundation

Mini grants are given to public 
schools and libraries.
www.ezra-jack-keats.org/section/
programs

17 RGK Foundation
The foundation supports “programs 
that focus on formal K-12 education 
(particularly mathematics, science, and 
reading) [and] teacher development.”

www.iyi.org/index.php/
grants-fundraising/grants/
rgk-foundation 

23 Verizon Foundation
Their interest is assisting in 
projects that promote science, 
technology, engineering and math 
(STEM), including, for example, 
summer or after-school programs 
and teacher training. 
www.verizon.com/about/
responsibility/verizon-foundation 

October
1  Toshiba Small Grant Program K-5

Grants are aimed at development 
of science and math skills.
www.toshiba.com/taf

15 Digital Wish
Teachers “submit a technology-based 
lesson plan for a chance to win over 
50 different technology grants.”
www.digitalwish.com/dw/
digitalwish/grant_awards

November
1 American Honda Foundation

The foundation “makes grants that 
support youth education, with a 
specific focus on science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics, as 
well as the environment.”
www.charterschoolcenter.org/
grant/american-honda-founda-
tion-grants-education

Funding Opportunities
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Oklahoma Education and Industry 
Partnership grant provides hands-on projects 
for Family Science Night in Tulsa, OK

In Esperanza Rising, a young Esperanza learns to overcome her 

struggles with a new way of life, new language, and obstacles she 

never had to face in her native Mexico.  

Many parents of San Miguel Middle School (Tulsa, OK) students can 

relate to Esperanza’s story. “We just recently had our eighth graders 

enter an essay contest for some high school scholarships,” said San 

Miguel Assistant Principal and Science Teacher Kathleen Brulc, “and I 

can’t tell you how many of them said that their own parents had not 

had the opportunity to graduate middle school.” San Miguel, a private 

middle school, enables sixth- through eighth-grade students the 

opportunity their parents might not have had. “We take kids who are 

at risk for not finishing school through middle school and then on to 

graduate high school,” explained Brulc. 

ENGAGING STUDENTS, EMPOWERING PARENTS
One hundred percent of the students at San Miguel are English 

Language Learners. “When our kids come to us, they’re proficient 

in conversational English,” said Brulc, “but the academic English – it 

usually takes another five to seven years to develop that.” Add to that 

the fact that many students arrive at San Miguel having never had 

a science class and a large majority of parents who are not fluent in 

English, and you can see that Brulc and her team have their work cut 

out for them.

But the San Miguel staff, parents, and students are up to the task. 

Wherever there’s an obstacle, they find a solution. When parents 

became frustrated at not being able to help their students with 

homework due to the language barrier, teachers chose a novel, 

Esperanza Rising, which was written in both Spanish and English, for the 

sixth graders and their parents to read together. “So even if they’re not 

reading in the same language, they’re talking about the same story,” 

Brulc explained. “We’re always looking for ways to be able to empower 

the parents so they can be involved in the process.”

FAMILY SCIENCE NIGHT
Brulc also discovered a way to use hands-on projects to involve the 

parents while also overcoming the students’ science deficit. “Something 

that’s really text heavy is intimidating,” she said. “And that’s why I focus 

a lot on hands on.” 

And thanks to an Oklahoma Education and Industry Partnership 

(OEIP) grant, Brulc was able to purchase several Pitsco products that 

were the basis for San Miguel’s first-ever Family Science Night. For two 

weeks, students studied science concepts such as Newton’s laws and 

force and motion using hands-on products from Pitsco. Sixth graders 

made Straw Rockets, seventh graders made Air-Powered Bottle Racers, 

and eighth graders made maglev vehicles. “We talked about the science 

behind it all, and then they tested their vehicles,” said Brulc. 

Family Science Night, the culmination of all the hard work and 

learning, gathered students’ families to watch the races and get 

explanations from the students. “We had these great conversations 

going on,” said Brulc. “For example, as the straw rockets were being 

launched, parents were giving advice from the sidelines. . . . It was just 

a lot of fun!”   

By Patty Cooke, Communications Assistant • pcooke@pitsco.com

Connecting science, family, fun

One of Brulc’s favorite things about the Family Science Night 
was how much the students had learned coupled with their 
excitement. “I think sometimes science can be pretty heavy,” she 
said. “And this was just approachable. It was good, solid science.”

Brulc has definite plans to repeat the Family Science Night. 
“It was such a big hit,” she said. Part of next year’s plans include 
incorporating a vehicle competition in which the students and 
their parents construct the vehicles together. “I could just tell the 
way the parents were engaged this year, I think they would really 
enjoy that and jump right into it.” 

Solid science, 
  future fun

Family Science Night was a big hit for students and parents alike at  
San Miguel Middle School in Tulsa, OK.
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STEM for every child in Southwest ISD
Superintendent: Just one day, one 
experience has the power to light the spark

SAN ANTONIO, TX – Every school day is ripe with opportunities. 
Southwest ISD Superintendent Dr. Lloyd Verstuyft regularly reminds 
his teachers and administrators they now have the tools to deliver top-
quality STEM opportunities, thanks to the career-rich Pitsco curriculum 
found in every elementary and middle school throughout the district.

New Missions labs at the elementary level are 
set up so that every student in each school spends 
one class period per week discovering how science, 
technology, engineering, and math come together 
to form the knowledge and skills necessary for 
thousands of jobs and careers. 

For example, STEM teacher Steve Kline at 
Kriewald Road Elementary sees about 560 students 
each week, and Rudy Vidal at Sky Harbour Elementary 
has about 700 students come through his door. At 
McAuliffe Middle School, there’s a similar aim as 
Explore Careers facilitator Ben Lagueux sees all 260 eighth graders in his 
Pitsco Modules lab during the course of a school year. At the high school 
level, the emphasis turns to endorsements and career pathways that 
can give students a clear idea of what is best for them after graduation – 
college, career, certification, or a combination thereof.

SUPERINTENDENT GIVES GREEN LIGHT
Verstuyft understands how important opportunities are, especially 

in this school district on the southwest edge of San Antonio where 

he was raised and has worked his entire professional career as a 

teacher, principal, district administrator, and, for the past seven years, 

superintendent. Southwest’s student population is 91 percent Hispanic 

and 87 percent socioeconomically challenged. 

One sure way to steer students onto a better college or career path, 

he said, is to give them experiences that prove education is relevant 

– showing, for example, why math and science are important to their 

future – so he has spearheaded the shift to STEM. 

“For so many decades, we taught curriculum in isolation. With STEM, 

there’s the practitioning part – why you’re learning science, why you’re 

learning technology – and the application part of STEM,” Verstuyft said. 

“So when they get into the Pitsco lab, they really understand, and they 

get an opportunity to apply it to a project. . . . STEM has meaning, and 

that’s the hook. If it means something to students, they’re going to be 

involved, they’re going to want to do well. I don’t see why we didn’t have 

STEM 50 years ago.”

RESEARCH SOLUTIONS, SHAPE A PLAN
To ensure that STEM courses and materials are age appropriate at 

each grade level and that they form a cohesive continuum vertically, 

Eliza Battles was put in charge as the district STEM coordinator. She has 

worked with teachers and administrators to research and select STEM 

solutions that fit best within the district’s overall plan.

At the elementary level, that meant selecting groupings of Pitsco 

Missions to best address areas of the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills 

testing in which students were performing at or below the 60th percentile. 

At the middle level, an emphasis was placed on career exposure for eighth 

By Tom Farmer, Editor • tfarmer@pitsco.com | Photos by Melissa Karsten, Online Marketing Coordinator • mkarsten@pitsco.com

Dr. Lloyd 
Verstuyft 

Southwest ISD 
Superintendent

About 700 students 
make their way 
through Rudy Vidal’s 
STEM lab each week 
at Sky Harbour 
Elementary School, 
left, conducting 
experiments and 
exploring activities 
tied to various careers.
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Comparing lab notes
Elementary STEM and 
science teachers improve 
communication, test scores

Fifth-grade science at Kriewald Road 

Elementary School is serious business for 

Leah Herring. So when some of her students 

revealed detailed knowledge of animal 

adaptations and the water cycle while others 

did not, she sought an explanation for the 

discrepancy.

“I asked them, ‘Did you learn this last 

year?’ and they said, ‘No, we were going over 

this in STEM.’ Or ‘Oh yeah, we learned about 

this in Mr. Kline’s class!’ Some of them have 

been through those Missions.”

Steve Kline facilitates the Pitsco STEM lab 

at Kriewald, seeing all 560 students in the 

school throughout each week – K-2 students 

doing LEGO® activities and students in Grades 

3-5 exploring the STEM Missions.

“These students, because they’ve been in 

the STEM program and come through here 

once a week, have gained a lot of knowledge 

and reinforcement of what they’re being 

taught in the science lab,” Kline said.

Fifth graders Darius and MaKenna 

confirmed their teachers’ suspicions, 

explaining how the double dose of science 

– particularly the hands-on portions – has 

helped them better understand behavioral 

and structural adaptations and then be able 

to explain those concepts to the peers.

“There were some times where someone 

would struggle, and it would be kind of easy 

for me to explain,” Darius said.

Added MaKenna, “Reading just tells you 

what to do, and when you actually do it, it’s 

cooler and you learn more. When you just 

think about it, you don’t remember it as well 

as when you do it.”

As evidence of student learning increased 

throughout the school year with Kline and 

Herring discussing strategies for teaching in sync, 

their expectations for corresponding growth in 

STARR test results also went up. When the official 

scores came through at the end of the year, the 

teachers saw remarkable improvement. Science 

scores for fifth graders rose 27 percent.

“I told (Herring), ‘Whatever you’re doing 

in science is helping in STEM, because they’re 

really grasping these concepts,’” Kline said. 

“And she said, ‘I think those concepts are 

being reinforced here (in STEM lab).’”

Based on their regular communication 

and the significant jump in test scores, maybe 

they’re both right. 

graders so they could choose which one of four endorsements they would 

pursue in high school, a new requirement of Texas House Bill 5.

“We have business and industry, public service, STEM, and arts and 

humanities,” Battles said of the endorsement tracks. “We’re making sure that 

we’re using the career connections in Pitsco. We do that after every rotation.”

PALPABLE CHANGES
The response so far from teachers and students has confirmed to 

Verstuyft, Battles, and others that the STEM focus is working. Students 

are also developing soft skills such as problem solving, teamwork, and 

critical thinking.

“I depend on my students to be self-directed a lot, and that’s the 

way it’s designed,” Kline said. “I have six different Missions going on at 

the same time every day. So, if they don't understand something, they 

really have to depend on each other for that information.”

As for problem solving, children don’t naturally understand how 

to do this. “If they did think this way, we wouldn’t need this lab. This 

lab teaches them to problem-solve, and problem-solving skills are 

so important in life,” Kline explained. “Kids that can’t problem-solve 

become adults that can’t problem-solve. . . . I’ve worked outside in the 

real world, and if you go to any employer and you can’t problem-solve, 

you’re not going to be employed very long. They don’t want problem 

makers; they want problem solvers.”

Vidal could barely contain his excitement when discussing the impact 

the STEM lab has had on his students and even on his career. “Teachers are 

like, ‘You know, the president’s talking about it! I hear the governor talking 

about it. I hear so-and-so talking about STEM. What is it? What’s going on?’ 

Now we have (a lab). . . . And I just feel that it’s the next wave of teaching.”

STEM BEYOND THE CLASSROOM
Part of Battles’ master plan is to have STEM extend outside the 

classroom via after-school clubs and events such as STEM Exploration 

Night, which was attended last year by more than 150 curious families 

who saw their children demonstrate what they are learning. 

Students with high interest in STEM can join a club at their school 

to deepen their experience and knowledge without worrying about test 

scores or an overall grade. 

“It’s something that they’re choosing to do. It’s not a mandated 

thing for the kids,” Battles said of the clubs, which often include the 

opportunity to participate in robotics competitions. 

STEM activities enable teachers to hook students 
and then teach them the relevance of science.
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Pitsco Careers Labs effective at helping 
eighth graders plan for HS endorsements

SAN ANTONIO, TX – Eighth grade is a year of transition; it’s one last 

chance to prepare for the rigors and mysteries of high school. Giving 

students another healthy dose of language, math, science, and social 

studies is important, but it hardly seems adequate for such a pivotal year.

In Southwest ISD, a new course is unfolding as a means to prepare 

students for not only what lies ahead in high school but also their future 

careers. Careers Lab is exactly that – a hands-on 

workspace where eighth graders learn about various 

careers they might never have considered before 

through exploration and experiences in the Pitsco 

Education Modules program.

“Students really do need to have exposure to what 

a work life might be like or what it could entail in 

careers they’ve never heard of,” said McAuliffe Middle 

School Careers Lab Facilitator Ben Lagueux. “They know 

retail, they know restaurants, they know construction trades a little bit. But 

they don’t know the estimating side. They don’t know that math is required 

to be a contractor who works for himself until they come in here.”

Here is the Pitsco lab outfitted with a dozen workstations where 

students collaborate in pairs for 7-10 days to experience Modules 

covering topics such as astronomy, home makeover, electricity, and 

plants and pollination. Students use equipment, materials, and software 

in combinations that professionals use in real workplaces, prompting 

students to ask questions, have discussions, and 

hatch ideas about which classes they might want to 

take when they move on to Southwest High School 

in a few months. 

Lining up well with what’s covered on the 

Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills testing 

related to careers, the Modules are a perfect fit, 

according to Lagueux. “There isn’t a better way 

to do it than this. If you’re in Plants & Pollination, 

you’re studying things that farmers and ranchers, 

not just researchers and horticulturalists, do. Students learn about stuff 

that translates into whole career fields.”

Perhaps the most convincing piece of evidence proving that students 

are being properly prepared in the Careers Lab comes from the district’s 

career counselor, Kathleen Winwright, who meets with eighth graders 

each year to help them create a class schedule for their freshman year.

“With House Bill 5 that’s been passed by the Texas State Legislature, 

the kids have to have a four-year plan, and we need to make sure they 

get an endorsement in a career area. As eighth graders, they have to 

choose, which is really tough,” Winwright said. “This year when I went 

down there, these kids, they knew what they wanted. They had already 

been exploring careers. They had gotten an idea of what fitted them. 

This was the easiest year.” 

Winwright spent time observing Lagueux’s students explore, build, and 

create in the Pitsco lab before coming back to help them complete their 

first high school class schedules. “I could tell by being in the classroom and 

Ben Lagueux  
Facilitator

Kathleen 
Winwright  

District Career 
Counselor

‘Careers I never 
knew existed’
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seeing some of the stuff he had up about the different careers; I really 
can attribute that to the fact the kids had ideas of what careers were.”

To further prepare students, a college and career exploration 
day at UT-San Antonio was held after students conducted research 
about colleges and created posters. 

Eighth grader Alejandro was excited to learn in the lab that he will 
have options when he graduates. “You get that one idea of what your 
career might be when you’re young and they ask you in elementary. 
Then you grow up and maybe you can’t get into that career. So you 
might as well have a backup plan to join another career.”

Lagueux is eager to see what year number two in the Careers 
Lab brings this fall, and he hopes to reach students the same 
way he did this past year. “I had end-of-year presents from two 
of my best students, and one told me, ‘Sir, I want to thank you for 
exposing me to careers I never knew existed.’ And I didn’t even 
think of this Synergy STEM classroom as a careers classroom at the 
time. But this boy made that connection. His takeaway was, ‘This is 
a great class to learn about careers.’” 

Battling the gender gap in STEM
Southwest ISD has the right woman 
leading the charge, inspiring confidence

SAN ANTONIO, TX – Don’t tell Eliza Battles that she can’t _______. 
Regardless of what fills in the blank, the district STEM coordinator for 
Southwest (TX) ISD will softly smile and methodically go about proving you 
wrong. And if you think girls aren’t well suited for success in STEM courses 
and careers, well, just lose that thought when you’re around Battles. She 
would probably read your mind and have you on the ropes in no time.

Living up to her name, the former kindergarten and first-grade 
teacher has fought to get into her current position where she shapes 
the district’s Pre-K-12 STEM programs. Starting her teaching career in 
the district where she was a student, Battles took on the STEM club at 
her elementary, implemented robotics programs, successfully wrote 
grants, and encouraged her students at every turn to think about 
careers that might one day interest them.

Giving students in a low-socioeconomic area the opportunity to 
dream big included arranging several years ago for 25 fourth and fifth 
graders to attend Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day? at the University 
of Texas-Austin. Now, the STEM pied piper leads about 350 first- 
through fifth-grade girls to the annual event.

“We’re trying to close that gender gap and give them more 
exposure to engineering,” Battles said. “Girls are starting to be more 
involved and have more interest in it. . . . I think with this experience, 
they think, ‘This is something that interests me.’”

After the seed has been planted and STEM 

talents begin to blossom, Battles ensures all students 

– male and female – have opportunities to grow 

their knowledge via Pitsco labs in all the district’s 

elementary and middle schools before choosing a 

career pathway at the beginning of high school.

“With the way we have our labs set up, we’re 

hitting every single child, K-5,” Battles said. “Whether they want it or not 

they’re going to do it. I’ve noticed that for kids who don’t know what 

they want to do, it’s great for them.” 

Eighth graders at McAuliffe Middle School, as part of their Careers Lab 
experience, created college-and-career posters.

Southwest ISD District STEM Coordinator Eliza Battles, right, watches an 
eighth grader conduct an experiment at the Applied Physics workstation.

Eliza Battles  
District STEM 
Coordinator
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SAN MARCOS, TX – The long, drawn-out experiment is over at 

San Marcos Treatment Center. A succession of charter schools, each 

touting a host of surefire programs aimed at helping perhaps the most 

challenging student population, has given way to Ki Charter.

By all accounts, from SMTC officials to teachers to students, Ki 

Charter achieved the kind of success in its first year that every school 

strives for, not just those that service youth treatment facilities. The 

turnaround started a couple years ago when Jerry Lager, Philip Muzzy, 

and a few others decided they could do better than the schools for 

which they had worked as staff, teachers, and administrators.

Part of the planning that went into their 400-page charter school 

application was a firm decision to seek out only the most appropriate and 

effective curricula and solutions for the special student population at SMTC.

“The number one nonnegotiable right off the bat is we wanted 

a multisensory approach to math and science because a special 

population is tactile and hands on, and we needed to get them 

engaged,” said Muzzy, who serves as Ki Charter’s associate principal. 

“You have the autism spectrum disorder, you have the emotionally 

disturbed, you have the ADHD, and all these things. We see literally 

everything, so we need programming that will address the needs of 

these kids. It’s a special combination.”

After countless hours of research, Pitsco Education’s science and math 

Modules for middle and high schools and STEM Missions for elementary 

school were tapped to supplement core courses, Read 180 was selected 
as the reading program, and special furniture was purchased that enables 
students to move and stay active in the classroom.

Math teacher Rachel Tyler had worked for three years with the 
previous charter school at SMTC, which is the largest residential 
treatment facility of its kind in Texas. “I like the math Modules in the 
lab compared to other programs I’ve seen because a lot of others seem 
repetitive, a lot of drills. In this lab, the Modules give students insight into 
what’s going on in the real world and how it’s actually applied. . . . When 
they have a hands-on approach, I see them focused a lot more. When 
they have something visual and they’re hearing it at the same time, they 
focus better. The lab with the Modules combines all learning styles into 
one, and they get that every single day.”

DATA CONFIRMS STUDENT GAINS
Lager, Ki’s superintendent, has seen a lot during 15 years working in 

youth residential treatment facilities. He has learned to quickly discern 
what works and what doesn’t. The Pitsco program passed Lager’s eye 
test when he saw it in action at public schools with traditional student 
populations that were fully engaged, but part of him remained skeptical 
until he could see the numbers – the test results.

Acknowledging the nearly insurmountable challenges that SMTC 
students are transient – the average length of stay is 110 days – and 
they have usually failed at multiple schools and programs before 

San Marcos, TX

Ki Charter gets it right
Special curricula and solutions take education to new level at treatment center

By Tom Farmer, Editor • tfarmer@pitsco.com | Photos by Melissa Karsten, Online Marketing Coordinator • mkarsten@pitsco.com
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landing at SMTC, Lager was surprised in fall 2015 to see data showing 
that 64 percent of students showed growth or maintained their 
performance between pretest and posttest assessments, and only 36 
percent showed regression. These results flew in the face of what had 
come to be expected from the Grades 6-12 students at SMTC.

“Our students are excited to use the lab. In part, they are here with 
us because they have been unsuccessful in a traditional classroom 
environment. The combination of our student rapport and the Pitsco 
experience helps our children reawaken their love for learning,” Lager said.

Instructional Coach Drew Nudd is in charge of tracking test results 
and program data and, like Lager, he was initially unsure about the Pitsco 
program because SMTC students pose unique challenges in the classroom.

“When they come in, they have their guards up. This is just another 
place. This is just another program. We have to break through these 
barriers and foster those skills for the kids to gain the confidence 
necessary to feel OK about taking risks and challenging themselves,” 
Nudd said. “The numbers are telling me the children are responding to 
the program. Overall, the kids from pretest to posttest are gaining the 
knowledge. Children are starting to become invested in the program.” 

MODEL SCHOOL GRABBING ATTENTION
San Marcos Treatment Center CEO Mack Wigley smiles broadly 

when asked to explain the difference between Ki Charter and other 
education providers who have served the facility in recent years. “Kids 

like school now,” he says. “The kids talk about school. It’s kind of odd 

having kids talk about school. Usually, before they come here, their 

main focus is managing their behaviors and treatment. However, 

school is a critical component of the treatment process. It’s not an 

afterthought anymore. It’s an integrated piece. . . . The Pitsco lab is 

a great asset in terms of kids working together. It’s a nontraditional, 

nonlinear way of learning.”

The San Marcos facility is one of more than 230 Universal Health 

Services, Inc. treatment facilities in the US and the United Kingdom. 

UHS President of Behavioral Health Division Debra Osteen visited SMTC 

last fall, and after touring Ki Charter classrooms and labs, she asked 

Wigley to present a session on the school’s success with Pitsco STEM 

and other solutions during the organization’s annual gathering of CEOs 

in Philadelphia.

Ki’s attention to detail and high expectations for results helped it 

earn a charter on its first attempt and then move education at SMTC 

from mediocre to model. Lager and company will take a similar, cautious 

approach to the growing number of opportunities to expand its reach.

“We’re getting calls left and right from folks, but we’re not 

expanding until we are fully ready,” Lager said. “We want to show 

professional, responsible growth. We don’t want to water down our 

programming. We want to make sure that if we expand we send the 

right people to get it going.”   

San Marcos, TX

At far left, Ki Charter science teacher 
Kristen Dunn helps student partners 
working through a Pitsco Module. At left, 
students take advantage of the special 
classroom furniture that enables them 
to stay active while still listening to the 
teacher. Above, a Ki Charter student gets 
a close-up look at an object under the 
magnifying glass.
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SAN MARCOS, TX – Even before he was a teenager, Wilson knew well 

the hardships of poverty in his native Puerto Rico. While his parents tried to 

mask their frustration, Wilson and his brothers felt the tension. He needed 

to help his family however he could, so he quit school to find a job. 

But quitting school proved the first step toward bigger problems 

for Wilson. He was eventually sent to the San Marcos Treatment 

Center (SMTC), where he was unable to speak the language and found 

himself surrounded by strangers. That was more than five years ago – 

seemingly a lifetime to Wilson – and his life has changed dramatically 

since his arrival at the largest residential treatment center in Texas.

Now fluent in English and working full-time while planning to 

take classes at a community college, Wilson is leveraging the skills and 

knowledge he acquired at SMTC, including the content he experienced 

this past year in the Pitsco Education career-centered STEM lab.

“I learn more when I see it. So they show you and give you an 

example of how to do it, and that really helps me because that’s 

Students in treatment  
respond to active learning
Module experience also exposes students to real-world tasks and variety of careers
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how I am – I’m a fast learner when I see something. You give me one 

example, and that’s all it takes.”

Learning by doing and seeing has been a foundational 

underpinning of all Pitsco STEM curricula, activities, and materials for 

the past 45 years. It’s what prompted Ki Charter Superintendent Jerry 

Lager to make the Pitsco Modules lab one of the cornerstones of his 

curriculum at the school catering to special-needs, at-risk students.

“I really wanted to marry the theory-to-practice approach with 

kids,” Lager said. “You’ll learn the theory of parabolas in math class for 

two weeks and then you’ll apply it in a lab and see how it works. I knew 

that would be way more effective. Our whole approach to starting the 

charter was choice – give kids choice.”

The hope is that students, because of their positive experience 

at the treatment center, will eventually choose to complete their 

education just as Wilson and his classmate Jimmy did when they were 

the only graduates from SMTC in May 2016.

STUDENTS CONNECT THROUGH ACTIVE 
LEARNING

Science teacher Kristen Dunn was surprised by how effectively the 

Pitsco curriculum engaged students and helped them make connections 

with science concepts they might otherwise have glossed over.

“My favorite part is they’ll be in the classroom doing something, 

and they’ll say, ‘Oh, in Pitsco lab we learned about this, and I remember 

we did this experiment and this is what it said,’” Dunn explained. “They 

get all excited. They get to share their knowledge with the class. I really 

didn’t expect that to happen.”

That desire to share extends beyond the walls of Ki Charter and 

SMTC. With a renewed sense of purpose, Wilson, Jimmy, and other 

students want to help not only their classmates but also their family 

members discover a better path in life via education.

“I have four brothers, two older and two younger,” Wilson said. “The 
younger ones never liked school, but now that I’m going to school, 
they’re going to school. That’s my place in life – to help my brothers.”

Jimmy, who battled with issues of anger, drugs, and gang affiliation 
in Houston early in his high school career, said his two-plus years at 
SMTC have positioned him to pursue a career in civil engineering. 
As one who appreciates a methodical approach to learning, Jimmy 
particularly enjoyed the math-focused Module content.

“The way (the Modules) went through it, I got to work step-by-
step and see the improvements I’d made because they had follow-up 
questions to help make sure I understood what was going on,” Jimmy 
said. “We had teachers who would come by and help us if we didn’t 
understand it from the computer, and it just helped me get the 
equations and all that squared away.”

Likewise, Joseph from Arizona found in the Modules a deeper 
understanding of his favorite subject, science. “I love the sciences. 
There’s science all around us, there’s science in us, there’s science 
on us,” said Joseph. “There’s a lot of hands-on labs we can do (in the 
Modules), and the sessions break things down concept by concept, 
detail by detail, and then that’s applied to the experiments and labs 
they have us do – using microscopes, dissecting things.”

Dusti from Louisiana said the Pitsco curriculum has opened her eyes to 
the relevance of education, just in time for the 17-year-old junior to return 
home following her treatment and finish her high school education. Her 
plan before arriving was to eventually drop out and get a GED. 

“It shows you that you can do whatever you want, and what you’re 
learning in school does help,” Dusti said of her Pitsco lab experience. 
“This math and science comes together and opens up a whole new 
world. You’re learning about real jobs that are actually out there, and it 
shows what kind of jobs. It’s cool because a lot of us didn’t know about 
these jobs.”   

Having the opportunity 
for tactile learning helps 
students with special needs 
stay better focused on their 
assignments at the San 
Marcos Residential Treatment 
Center. At far left, Dusti and 
Joseph study DNA at the 
Genetics Module. At left, 
Ki Charter Superintendent 
Jerry Lager listens to Wilson, 
sitting, and Jimmy talk about 
an experiment in the Pitsco 
science lab.
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Ki Charter: ‘Give kids choice’
Students in residential treatment facility have wide-ranging special needs

Jerry Lager  
Superintendent,  
Ki Charter, San Marcos (TX) 
Treatment Center

Administrators’ Corner

Tell us about the San Marcos Treatment Center.
This is the largest residential facility in the state of 
Texas with max capacity at 210 children. We might 
have 200 kids at any given time in Grades 1 to 12. 
However, we see about 1,000 kids a year and they 
come and go. They sleep here, eat here, go to therapy 
together, and have activities together. The average 
length of stay is about 110 days. 

What are the academic challenges at this type 
of facility?
We have kids from all over the country and all over 
the world. The challenge goes even deeper because 
the registrar, the principals, myself as superintendent 
– we have to go through these kids’ records and 
put them in courses that will count in their states. 
Those are the challenges we deal with. We have to be 
prudent in what classes we are putting the kids in so 
it counts for them in the future.

Why did you want to open your own charter 
school after working in the charter that 
previously serviced SMTC?
These are kids in a treatment center. Things didn’t work 
for them in a regular school system. Why are we doing 
that here for them? They get kicked out of regular school, 
kicked out of disciplinary school in their district, kicked out 
of in- or outpatient care, and then they come here. These 
are the toughest of the toughest kids. Some charters don’t 
put a lot into their facilities because the bottom dollar is 
the bottom dollar. For us, the bottom dollar is the child. 
How are we going to be an intervention for those kids? 
That for us is the biggest thing.

Why did you choose Pitsco Missions 
(elementary) and Modules (junior and high 
school) as the STEM solutions?
A nonnegotiable for me was to provide a STEM lab for 
the kids. I was a very hyper ADHD kid, and (teachers) 
would have to send me to the track outside. I didn’t 
want to sit through a lecture. These kids have a 
lot of those same issues. How are we going to get 
them to enjoy school again when it didn’t work in 

their past? I really wanted to marry the theory-to-
practice approach with kids. You’ll learn the theory of 
parabolas in math class for two weeks, and then you’ll 
apply it in a lab and see how it works. I knew that 
would be way more effective. Our whole approach to 
starting the charter was choice – give kids choice. 

What makes your teachers well suited for Ki Charter?
Charter law says teachers don’t have to be certified, 
just highly qualified in their content area and have a 
bachelor’s degree. All of our teachers are certified. We set 
the bar high – everybody has to be not only a certified 
teacher but a special ed-certified teacher as well because 
we have a 60 percent special ed population. We went 
through a rigorous process to select teachers. The big 
question on our list – “Do people really want to be here?” 
This is not just a paycheck, it’s a tough job. If you can be a 
good teacher here, you can be a good teacher anywhere. 
It doesn’t work the other way around. 

Can you give a specific example of a student making 
significant progress in one of the Pitsco labs?
I had a student from Dallas with severe ADHD, and he 
could not sit still, he could not concentrate, he could 
not do anything. One day, I walked in with his insurance 
reviewer. She walked in, and he was at the Module 
dissecting owl pellets. The lady looks at me and says, 
‘That’s my kid who’s been kicked out of three schools. 
What’s he doing?’ Well, he’s dissecting owl pellets, he’s 
learning. She was like, ‘How did you get him to do it?’ We 
didn’t get him to do that. It’s a self-engaging program, and 
the teacher is just facilitating. It’s pretty cool to see that. 

What are SMTC officials saying about Ki 
Charter’s services?
The CEO of the facility, Mack Wiggley, came down  
to talk with our teachers during teacher appreciation 
week and told them we’ve reduced the behavior 
incidence and physical hold rate by 80 percent. That’s 
engagement! . . . The president of Universal Health 
Services came to see our school last September. She told 
Mack to put together a presentation on Ki Charter for all 
facility CEOs to see at a meeting in Philadelphia.  

Ki Charter provides 

education services for the 

San Marcos Treatment 

Center, the largest such 

residential center for 

children in the state of Texas. 

Students from throughout 

the United States and 

abroad receive treatment 

at SMTC for a variety of 

conditions and issues 

including severe ADHD, 

autism, anger, depression, 

and other social disorders. 

Ki Charter Superintendent 

Jerry Lager and Associate 

Principal Philip Muzzy 

applied for and received 

the school charter on their 

first attempt in 2015. The 

two men bring many years 

of experience as treatment 

center workers, school 

teachers, and administrators. 

In May 2016, Lager answered 

a host of questions about 

his unique school and the 

heavily researched curricula 

used there, including Pitsco 

Education Missions and 

Modules.

ONLY ONLINE:  
Visit www.pitsco.com/Network 
to read more of the interview 
with Jerry Lager.
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STEM, one of the district’s main initiatives, has 
led to stronger relationships with businesses

SOMERSET, TX – It’s no surprise the Somerset (TX) ISD Board of 

Trustees passionately supports STEM education. The built-in allowance 

for trial and error found in the engineering design process parallels the 

leeway the board bestows on its teachers and administrators.

“Our board allows for creativity,” says Somerset ISD Superintendent 

Saul Hinojosa. “They allow us to do our work, and sometimes we fail. 

They’ll say, ‘Let’s try something different.’ They’re not here to be punitive. 

Everybody feels they have an opportunity to utilize their talents.”

That high level of trust and the subsequent improved performance of 

students over the past few years contributed to the district being recognized 

for having the best school board in the state of Texas in 2016. The honor was 

announced at the H-E-B Excellence in Education Awards banquet in May. In 

addition to the coveted title, the district received $25,000 from H-E-B.

Dr. Omar Pachecano, president of the board, said the award caught him 

by surprise, even though Somerset’s status as one of five finalists had been 

announced earlier in the year. A team of judges visited the district to observe 

and to interview administrators, staff, students, and community members.

“This is a small city, and the community has a lot of pride. The judges 

saw that,” Pachecano said. “A judge told me later that one of the things 

that impressed him most was we were unscripted. He said, ‘When we 

interviewed you, it was like a living room setting, a relaxed atmosphere.’”

That level of genuineness and openness shines through in the 

board’s interactions with teachers and administrators too, as well as 

with each other when they fail to agree unanimously on contentious 

topics. “The meeting is over, the decision has been made, and we never 

hear anything about it again. We move on,” Pachecano said. “We have 
a lot of respect for each other. We don’t micromanage, and we trust the 
people we put in place.”

The board was unanimously supportive when Hinojosa, administrators, 
and teachers decided several years ago to add Pitsco STEM curricula and 
robotics throughout the district’s schools. “STEM has been one of our big 
initiatives,” Hinojosa said. “We’ve invested probably half a million in local 
dollars because the board has seen what the results have been, and that’s 
student achievement. They’ve seen the engagement of students.”

The trickle-down effect of successful STEM programs has included 
support from major employers in the region such as Toyota Motor 
Manufacturing Texas, Rackspace, and the US Air Force, all of which had 
representatives in the audience at the district’s annual STEM Extravaganza 
in May. Teachers also are taking notice.

“Teachers want to come to Somerset because they know the 
support they’ll receive,” Hinojosa said. “Everybody wants to be part of a 
winning program, so we’ve been able to attract top-tier teachers. And 
companies will partner when there is credibility because they want to 
make sure their investment is being utilized the right way.”   

Somerset ISD 
Board of Trustees 
voted best in Texas

Omar Pachecano (president), Leo Salas (vice president), Andrea De 
La Cruz (secretary), Don Green, Elizabeth Hansen, Robert Sanchez, 
Sandra Rosales

Somerset (TX) ISD Board of Trustees: 

Business and community partners are recognized by the Somerset ISD 
superintendent and board of trustees at the school district’s annual 
STEM Extravaganza in May 2016. Above, Somerset High School students 
demonstrate their TETRIX®-based robots. 
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Duncan, Oklahoma, event opens students’ 
minds to technical careers

DUNCAN, OK – It’s not often that you see a half dozen area 
businesses helping out at a school event, but it happens every year in 
one Oklahoma town – and for good reason.

This past spring, approximately 300 middle and high school students 
from Duncan, OK, and the surrounding communities competed with their 
CO

2
 dragsters in the Duncan Area Youth Engineering Contest.
Created in 2008 by the Duncan Area Economic Development 

Foundation (DAEDF), the contest encourages students to learn skills 
needed by area businesses as they design, build, and race CO

2
 dragsters. 

The purpose is to make students aware of area technical and engineering 
jobs and expose them to the know-how those jobs demand. 

The contest was originally part of a bigger event and had just 17 
entries the first year.

“We did this simultaneously with our job fair,” said Lyle Ruggow, 
DAEDF president. “We had 30 different businesses, and we’d use the job 
fair to help students learn about the jobs in the area. At the same time, 
we’d do the race – it was kind of an attention-getter. 

“Now it’s turned out that this triumphed over the job fair a little bit.”
However, DAEDF isn’t on its own in this endeavor. Local 

communities and businesses really step up to support the event. 
Jeannie Bowden, DAEDF’s business and industry specialist, said they 

have six sponsors plus companies that provide volunteers to help run the 
event. In 2015, they started a corporate division where each company makes 
a dragster and races it against other companies. Parents also volunteer. 

“We’re blessed that our community believes in investing in itself, 
so it really wouldn’t matter if it were a CO

2
 race or an arts program 

or whatever,” said Bowden. “We all just help each other. Many of the 
businesses do it primarily because it’s their future workforce. It teaches 
the kids employable skills like problem solving and critical thinking.” 

Brad Boles, president of Wilco Machine & Fab Inc. in neighboring 

Marlow, OK, says sponsoring the competition is good for his company 

as well as the students. 

“I think it’s very important to promote engineering and 

manufacturing to our local students,” Boles said. “They are the future of 

our workforce, and the more educated and talented they are, the more 

successfully we can compete in the future global marketplace.”

The community helps in other ways too. The cutting and drilling of 

a dragster can’t be done at some schools due to rules against saws and 

power tools. According to Duncan Gateway to Technology STEM teacher 

Tammy Bennett, her school is one of those with such restrictions. She says 

this often discourages students, but between parents and community 

members they find a way for students to make the cars.

“We actually opened up the church one day and had the kids signed 

up to come. Some of the engineers around here came together to help 

the kids cut out the cars,” said Bennett. “Our community – with the whole 

program – has really come into play. Otherwise, we would not have the 

STEM program we have now. That is definitely a big piece of Duncan.

“We have a lot of engineers – that’s one of the big things in our 

community – through Halliburton and the other oil field areas. I think 

there’s been a big push for it because of the engineers in our area.” 

Boles became president of Wilco in 2008, the same year the 

engineering contest began, and said he’s also noticed the difference the 

event makes in the community.

“I’ve seen an improvement in the level of exposure our local students 

have to manufacturing and engineering, and most of that is due to the 

DAEDF vision and the success in partnering the local workforce with the 

local school districts so they can better work together to improve the 

technical skills of our future workforce, which is today’s students.” 

With all this support and hard work, it’s likely that the DAEDF 

contest will continue to open students’ minds to technical careers for 

many years to come. 

By PJ Graham, Web Content Specialist • pgraham@pitsco.com

Community invests  
in itself via CO

2
 racing
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The Social Network

Know your school’s policy on limits to student technology use in classroom

With so many technologies available today, how can you strike 

a safe balance with students in the classroom? I don’t know that 

there is a single right answer, but it is an interesting question. I 

was fortunate to be at ISTE (International Society for Technology 

in Education) this summer and was able to listen to a panel of 

high school students debate this topic. Their opinions varied, 

though most believed high school students should be allowed a 

greater deal of freedom than younger students. Most agreed that 

censorship tools should be in place, even though they felt mature 

enough to handle the increased freedom. They would prefer to see 

students protected, even amid frustrations when they can’t reach 

valuable content. 

While it is interesting to hear the thoughts of our youth, in the 

end the decision is rarely theirs to make. Likely, it is yours as an 

educator, or you must follow policy made by administration. So, 

what should you as an educator do? Here are a few best practices 

to consider. 

•  Be as clear as possible with the policy you have in place. 

You definitely want to avoid a miscommunication or 

misunderstanding when it comes to policy. Hand out your 

written policy at the beginning of the 

year to both students and parents, 

and fill in all the details. 

•  Understand the platforms you are 

using. If you are using a free service 

in the classroom, such as Facebook, 

know that some content may be sold. 

Student data is a great concern and 

reviewing the privacy policy is a must. 

•  Utilize Google Docs, which provide 

an opportunity for both collaboration 

and transparency. 

•  Is student privacy a concern at your 

school? Keep a Google Sheet with 

the names of students whose photos 

cannot be shared on social media and 

make sure you pull it up and reference 

each time a camera is used in the 

classroom. This is another takeaway 

from ISTE, shared by a district technology coordinator. 

•  Use Facebook pages or groups to deliver information. With 

Facebook as a platform, you have to be careful with your 

interactions, but it is a great way to deliver information. In 

fact, it currently is the way to deliver information. As a high 

school student said at ISTE, “Email newsletters are a thing of 

the past.” Does this hold true for you too? 

•  Allow students to use their own devices. This one really 

depends on your district and your comfort level. The benefit 

is that there are fewer restrictions on the devices, so students 

are able to access more content. The downside? Students 

are able to access more content on their own devices. You 

may have to gauge the maturity level of your class to decide 

whether or not this will work if it is allowed in your district. 

One final thought I took away from the student panel at ISTE is 

that the power of social media in schools really lies in collaboration, 

but we’re not there yet. It is intended to be used for collaboration, 

but teachers are struggling to find a functional way to collaborate. 

I’m not sure how we’re going to solve that problem   

How far should you let students go?
By Stephanie Manes, Research Assistant & Social Networking Junkie • smanes@pitsco.com
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BlogBlog

With the rise of the maker movement, transformations are 
becoming more popular than ever. In the last decade or two, we’ve 
been able to see the trend on TV. How many shows exist now that 
transform a car or a house in as little as a week? It seems like magic, but 
there’s a lot of work going on behind the scenes.

The process of installing a Pitsco lab is similar. In the span of five 
days, we arrive at a school, install furniture, and transform an empty 
classroom into a fully functioning, turnkey lab.

Sounds fairly simple, doesn’t it? But just like a TV show, there’s a lot 
going on behind the scenes.

The installation process begins with an order. Our distribution center 
pulls the products, boxes them for the lab, and then loads them on pallets 
for shipment back to our manufacturing warehouse. It’s a little-known 
fact that we make many of our products right here in Pittsburg, Kansas.

After receiving an order, the manufacturing warehouse ensures that 
we have all the necessary items for the lab to be a success. Next, we 
pull the furniture pieces for shipment. When everything is ready to be 
shipped, it’s loaded onto a 53-foot trailer.

We send two members of the manufacturing crew to install the lab. 

Before leaving on a Sunday afternoon, they meet to discuss the project 

and review the blueprints and scope of work. When the two-person 

crew arrives on the job site, they must first evaluate the classroom for 

any logistical needs.

When the truck arrives on Monday, the crew unloads the entire 

truck into the classroom and begins the furniture installation. 

Depending on the size of the project, installing the furniture takes 

anywhere from two to four days. After the furniture is installed, two 

members of the curriculum and/or customer service teams arrive and 

begin assembling all the products and computers for the lab.

It takes a lot of hard work to transform a classroom in one week, but 

the rewards are great. Our teams enjoy the opportunity to travel and 

see new places, but most importantly, they enjoy the transformation of 

the classroom and the excitement it generates within the school.

Installations enable our teams – the same individuals who produce the 

furniture – the chance to be on site and see the end result. There really is 

no greater gift than seeing something you built by hand being used in the 

classroom by a student. It brings the experience full circle for us. 

Kyle Bailey
Director of Manufacturing | kbailey@pitsco.com

The Blog Log

“TETRIX HD71 bot impresses in Dubai” – By PJ Graham
Pitsco recently created a droid bot for GESS in Dubai – and it  
was quite a hit!

“The many hats of featured TAG teacher Aaron Maurer!” 
– By Ashlee Ricks

Aaron Maurer of Bettendorf Middle School in Bettendorf, Iowa, 
does whatever it takes to get his students engaged in the learning.

“Using measuring tape in surprising ways” – By Nevin P. Jones
Learn some cool new ways to use this basic tool.

Be sure to check out these 
other great posts as well!

ONLY ONLINE:  
Visit community.pitsco.com/blogs to read more!

(Have you checked out Pitsco’s blogs lately? If not, you’re 
missing out on some great posts! But fear not, this new 
Network column will feature one blog post per issue and 
give you a quick peek at some other top posts.)

The Blog Log
Pitsco installations: 

the one-week classroom 
transformation
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Winning Suggestion

Packing material or building material?
Alabama elementary teacher extends the uses of ExpandOS

Editor’s Note: Teacher Jennifer Kennedy sent the following email to Pitsco and then agreed to let us share it via the magazine. She will receive a $50 Pitsco 

gift certificate and a T-shirt for allowing us to print this Winning Suggestion. Submit your Winning Suggestions to Editor Tom Farmer at tfarmer@pitsco.com.

ATHENS, AL – The science materials you sell are top of the line 

and great for classrooms, but I would like to compliment you on 

your choice of packing materials!

First of all, a little background – I teach third- and fourth-grade 

gifted students at four elementary schools in a suburban school 

district in North Alabama. I also provide enrichment lessons for 

all our second-grade students. I serve my students in three-hour 

blocks of time when I deliver investigations based on their 

interests. This year, we are investigating different vehicles used for 

exploration. To help with our activities, I ordered the Pitsco hot-air 

balloon launcher, straw rocket launcher, and water bottle rocket 

launcher for use in my classroom.

When I received my order, I was so pleased to see that you had 

chosen to pack the equipment in an environmentally friendly way. 

Your cardboard triangles (ExpandOS) protected my equipment 

beautifully and were an excellent alternative to Styrofoam or 

plastic. In fact, the packing materials were so wonderful, I could 

not bear to recycle them.

So instead, I used the packing material as building material, 

along with index cards, for my lessons with second-grade students. 

I challenged them to use your cardboard triangles to design a tower 

that would support a small stuffed animal for 10 seconds. That 

challenge led to discussions on different design elements, strength of 

shapes, how to use materials efficiently, and how to work in a team. 

The students liked the activity so much that I came back the following 

week and had them create a tower for an even bigger stuffed animal.

After all my lessons were done, every second-grade student in 

our school district (around 275 kids) had heard the story of Pitsco’s 

innovative packing material, saw the benefit of using materials for 

purposes other than what they were designed for, and had the 

experience of using the engineering design process to create a 

tower for their stuffed animal.

That lesson would have never taken place if it weren’t for your 

little cardboard triangles. Thank you for being a creative  

and innovative company! Keep up the great work. 

By Jennifer Kennedy, Elementary Gifted and STEM Specialist, Athens (AL) City Schools

Pitsco takes pride in developing relationships rooted in student 

and teacher success, and toward that end we track how long schools 

and districts have been our customers. Through the first half of 2016, 

34 percent of the company’s business has come from customers who 

started buying from us in 2000 or earlier. Those are some long-lasting 

relationships based on long-term success with STEM!

A closer look at a handful of these “Lifetime Value Customers” 

reassures us that we are indeed a STEM leader in US education. Among 

the dozens of school districts that have been putting their trust in 

Pitsco products and solutions for more than 20 years are customers 

from Texas to Virginia to North Carolina to Florida to California and 

of course Kansas. In fact, we have customers in every state who have 

purchased from us since before 2000.

We value these and all our thousands of loyal customers, and we 

promise to always adhere to the four pillars that serve as targets for 

each Pitsco employee every day:

• Purpose Driven

• Student Success

• Industry-Leading Customer Service

• Quality/Innovative Curriculum and Products

Thank you for allowing Pitsco to fill your STEM education needs! 

Pitsco’s Lifetime Value Customers
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Missions lab also leads to big jump in science 
test scores at NC elementary school

WALLACE, NC – It seems counterintuitive – an unexpected problem in 
the classroom that leads to better science engagement and understanding 
for students and teachers. How is this paradox possible? Simple. Because 
problem solving is an inherent component of the Pitsco Education STEM 
Missions program found in elementary schools across the country.

At Wallace Elementary School in Duplin County, NC, District 
STEM Coordinator Nicole Murray recounted a perfect example of an 
experience students had that took their limited knowledge of – and 
interest in – science to a new high.

Working in the Plants Mission, a Crew of four students was struggling 
to get its seeds to germinate in small paper cups. “I was able to bring 
them in for some problem solving,” Murray said. “The paper cups looked 
dirty. Does this mean the water’s getting out of the cup? Is that why the 
soil is too dry? I kept telling them how scientists and engineers don’t give 
up and say, ‘Oh well, let’s just skip that part.’ They continue.”

As did the students, who eventually decided to switch to using plastic 
cups that resulted in more success getting plant seeds to germinate. 

“It’s because they’re seeing things, because they’re getting their 
hands on things, that these questions are coming up,” Murray said of 
the Pitsco lab’s effect. “I can go in as an adult or the teacher can go in 
as an adult and say, ‘OK, that didn’t work. Let’s try this.’”

Wallace Elementary School Principal Jay Parker, a former science 
teacher, immediately understood the potential impact of the Missions 
lab when it was offered. “As soon as an email went out about a possible 

grant, I said, ‘Go ahead and put down Wallace 

Elementary,’” Parker recalled. “I wanted it because 

I know how impactful STEM can be for the entire 

school, the entire school culture. I’m all about the 

whole child. It’s not just about reading or writing or 

math. It’s about every child has some talent somewhere; you just have to 

find it. And you can go in there on any given day and there’ll be a child 

that has a learning disability or a child doesn’t speak English – we have 

just the whole range here – and they’ll be successful in that STEM lab.”

TEST SCORES RISE
The impact on student engagement and teacher buy-in has been 

significant for all who utilize the shared lab where third through fifth 

graders rotate through during the school year. But the positive impact on 

state science test scores during the lab’s first year was most eye-opening.

Compared to the year before, fifth graders in Spring 2016 had a 14 

percent improvement on the state science assessment, validation that the 

Missions program can lead to science improvement at the seven other district 

elementary schools scheduled to open labs during the next two years.

EVERY STUDENT SUCCEEDS
As an all-inclusive school, Wallace combines students of all ability 

levels into each classroom. This arrangement can be challenging when 

a teacher delivers traditional curriculum to the entire class, but with 

the four-person Crew design of Missions in which students take on 

specific roles – Commander, Information Specialist, Materials Specialist, 

and Communications Specialist – and proceed at their own pace, all 

students get the chance to shine at various points.

Turning a problem into a solution

Not only are Wallace (NC) Elementary School students more engaged in science, but a hike in their state test scores validates the effectiveness of 
Pitsco’s Missions program.

By Tom Farmer, Editor • tfarmer@pitsco.com

Nicole Murray  
District STEM 
Coordinator
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How teacher feedback  
has shaped Missions 2.0

In 2015, Pitsco sent out a survey to all Missions teachers asking for 

feedback on the program. This feedback helped lead the development of 

the new version, Missions 2.0, which will be launched in 2017. Below are 

some of the new features being added to the Missions 2.0 curriculum.

IMPLEMENTATION
•  Every new title will be a true STREAM curriculum. Each Mission will 

have math application of science content, an art activity, and an 

engineering challenge.

• Missions can be implemented whole class or rotationally.

• Curriculum is delivered digitally.

•  Curriculum can be delivered through the cloud, so teachers may use 

PCs, Macs, Chromebooks, and iPads and other 10" or bigger tablets.

•  Teachers can implement Missions with a 4:1, 2:1, or 1:1 student-to-

computer ratio.

•  The Readings are individual components in the digital experience. 

Teachers may make these components optional or turn them off 

completely.

TEACHER EXPERIENCE
•  All scheduling, grading, delivery of content, and reporting will be 

completed through Pitsco’s robust learning management system.

•  A teacher’s guide in each Mission contains all expanded teacher 
resources. Additionally, global Mission resources will be available.

•  Teachers may assign to students digital assessments that are 
automatically graded.

•  A new grading rubric will encompass the entire student experience 
in Missions. Teachers may grade the rubric digitally.

STUDENT EXPERIENCE
•  All student components will be captured in the Mission Journal. 

This includes vocabulary, Briefing questions, Connections, and 
Exploration pages.

•  Every Mission will have journal pages specifically tied to the 
hands-on activities.

•  Each Mission has its own student Mission Journal that will serve as 
the proof of learning.

• Student questions address all depth of knowledge levels.

• Audio is integrated into the digital curriculum experience.

Listening to our teachers’ comments and advice is important to Pitsco’s 
being able to offer the best curriculum possible to positively affect learners. 
Full details on the Missions 2.0 curriculum will be shared in another issue of 
the magazine later this school year. If the new version of Missions sounds like 
a good fit for your school, consider upgrading your lab to Missions 2.0.   

“It’s really neat because some of them are kind of low in reading but 
they’re good in science, so this is where they get confident and they’re 
actually a little bit more outspoken than others,” said fourth-grade 
teacher Savannah Benton.

A case in point was a girl who would virtually shut down during 
math and reading lessons in the regular classroom. “When she gets 
in here and she’s the Commander, that’s her position. She is the 
Commander and nobody can tell her different. It’s awesome to see 
that,” Benton said. “I show her she’s doing well on the assessments and 
she gets so excited. This is her thing.”

All students eagerly anticipate their time in the Missions lab, Benton 
added. “My kids want to go to STEM. They ask me, ‘Can we stay longer? Can 
we do it during math, or can we do something for math that’s STEM?’”

PREPARING TEACHERS AND STUDENTS
The success of a Missions program does not happen by chance. 

Having a comprehensive plan in place is step number one. For Duplin 

County, that plan stems from the STEM East initiative to set up programs in 
districts through the eastern region of North Carolina. STEM East has forged 
business-education relationships and partnerships with the overarching 
aim of developing a well-trained future workforce for the region.    

By Tammy Pankey, Elementary Curriculum Specialist • tpankey@pitsco.com

ONLY ONLINE:  
Visit www.pitsco.com/Network to read more  
about the Missions lab in Wallace, North Carolina.

Nicole Murray, district STEM coordinator for Duplin County, 
NC, schools, enjoyed the benefits of learning about Pitsco 
Missions from a mentor, Cindy Williams of nearby Craven County. 
Now, Murray is happy to pay it forward and share her knowledge 
with other Missions teachers and coordinators. She can be 
reached at nmurray@duplinschools.net. 

A Missions mentor ready to help you!
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These are just two ways to get the year off to a great start; call for help anytime

Welcome to the start of another exciting school year in your Pitsco 

lab. I have been with the Pitsco Customer Service Department for more 

than 15 years, and I am sharing some information that can get your 

school year off to an efficient start. 

If you are new to Synergy ITC or even a seasoned ITC instructor, 

remember the ITC Help feature is just a click away. From the main menu 

inside ITC, you can click the Help icon and then expand the topic you 

are working with by clicking the + button in front of the topic. 

The following are Help topics that I would recommend you review 

at the start of the school year:

• Adding Users

• Creating Classes

• Creating Orientation Assignment

• Scheduling Classes

To help you be more efficient in the day-to-day operations of your lab, 

use SIM, a.k.a., the Synergistic Information Manager. SIM has an enormous 

amount of information about the Modules, Missions, and Expeditions. 

SIM contains the following types of information:

• Session or Destination Overviews

• Worksheets

• Teaching Tips

• Student Module Notebook (SMN) pages

•  Resources to generate reports that show equipment and 

consumables for each session

One of the more important SIM features for new teachers is the 
document titled “Teaching Tips.” Teaching Tips are found in each 
curriculum title and include any information that the Module writer 
felt was important for the instructor to know. This includes information 
about equipment in the Module and items that have to be prepared 
for the students before each day’s activities. Forensic Science is a good 
example of the importance of reading the Teaching Tips. Following is a 
sample of the tips included in the Forensic Science Module.

• Session 3 – Prepare fingerprint evidence.

• Session 4 – Create a DNA Buffer Solution and Enzyme Solution.

• Session 5 – Prepare hair and fiber evidence.

• Session 6 – Prepare document evidence packet for students.

When the items are prepared ahead of time, students are able to stay 
on task, and the instructor does not have to stop and search for the items. 
The Teaching Tips also list items that must be purchased locally because 
they cannot be stored in the Pitsco warehouse. Not every Module has 
these items, but it is invaluable to know when they are needed. 

I cannot stress enough the importance of reading the Teaching 
Tips to be better prepared for students and to avoid delays in working 
through a session. 

After a long summer break or if you are new to the lab, you might 
need assistance with account information for SIM or Synergy ITC. Call Pitsco 
Customer Service at 1-800-774-4552 or email support@pitsco.com, and we 
will look up your account information. I hope that all of you enjoyed your 
summer and that the few tips I have passed along will aid in getting your 
school year off to a productive start.   

Access Help file and read Teaching Tips
By Buddy Probert, Curriculum Support Specialist • bprobert@pitsco.com

ONLY ONLINE:  
synergyitchelp.pitsco.com
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KINSTON, NC – At the top of every teacher application should 

be the following disclosure: “You won’t make a lot of money, but the 

alternative forms of compensation are priceless!”

Paul Casey had a feeling in high school that he might end up 

teaching. He liked the thought of helping others learn and grow 

passionate about his favorite subject, 

technology education – the hands-on 

acquisition of career and real-world skills.

His dad, though, suggested he find a 

different line of work, one that might pay 

better for the skills and knowledge he possessed. This posed a dilemma. 

Paul didn’t want to disappoint his father. In fact, he wanted to be like him – 

so he went into teaching anyway.

“He taught electronics and drafting,” Paul said of his father. “We always 

had people stop us in the mall and thank him for what he had taught them, 

or say, ‘Hey, I’m doing what I do for a living now because of you.’”

Paul, a Pitsco STEM lab facilitator at Norwayne Middle School in 

Fremont, NC, and a member of the 2016 Pitsco Teacher Advisory Group, 

said his dad tried to talk him out of teaching. “He told me, ‘You’ll have 

to work a side job if you want to provide everything your kids need and 

some of their wants too.’ . . . But I don’t have any 
regrets. I love what I do.”

That might be an understatement. During the 
course of nearly 20 years leading a classroom/
lab/shop, Paul has taken on all challenges in the 

name of educating 
children about the finer art of designing, 
troubleshooting, and building with their 
hands. A member of FFA and VICA when 
he was in school, Paul has grown the 
Technology Student Association (TSA) 

chapter at Norwayne to more than 90 students. He was selected the 
TSA Advisor of the Year in North Carolina in 2014, and his students have 
won state titles and placed at nationals.

Just as his father predicted, though, Paul has had to occasionally 
take on side jobs. He currently moonlights as a club soccer coach to earn 
some extra money, but his most satisfying compensation comes when 
he encounters former students and talks with them about their jobs and 
families. He learns that he’s made a positive difference in many lives.

No, Paul didn’t follow his dad’s advice. Fortunately for all of his 
students, he followed his dad’s example!   

Full disclosure: The greatest rewards  
in teaching are not monetary

“We always had people stop us 
in the mall and thank him for 
what he had taught them . . . ”

By Tom Farmer, Editor • tfarmer@pitsco.com

Paul Casey  
STEM Facilitator
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Customer Service
• Phone: 800-828-5787, 800-774-4552

• Fax: 620-231-2466

• Email: support@pitsco.com

• Contact us online: www.pitsco.com/support 

Websites
• Home page: www.pitsco.com

• Shop online: www.pitsco.com

• Curriculum: www.pitsco.com/curriculum 

• Network magazine (current issue and archive):  
www.pitsco.com/Network

• SySTEM Alert! for students (current issue and 
archive): www.pitsco.com/SySTEMalert 

• TETRIX® Robotics: www.tetrixrobotics.com

Sales and Professional Development
• Main phone line: 800-828-5787

• Web: www.pitsco.com/curriculum 

• Professional Development: workshops.pitsco.com

• Contact us online: http://tinyurl.com/kffpnrj

Visit us on:

UPCOMING EVENTS

Pitsco’s family of companies will be represented at 
education shows and conferences across the country 
in the coming months. If you attend any of these 
events, stop by the Pitsco booth. Our representatives 
look forward to meeting you!

September
13-15  Florida Association of State and Federal 

Education Program Administrators, 
Orlando, FL

21-23 North Carolina ACTE, Raleigh, NC

26-28  South Carolina’s Coalition for 
Mathematics & Science, Charleston, SC

October
4-6  Advancing Improvement in Education, 

San Antonio, TX

9-11  International STEM Education 
Association, Branson, MO

9-12  Association for Middle Level Education, 
Austin, TX

22-24   Serving and Accrediting Independent 
Schools, Atlanta, GA

27-29 NSTA Midwest, Minneapolis, MI

SANTA MARIA, CA – Mario Dicarlo, a second-grade teacher at Taylor Elementary 
in Santa Maria, California, shared the following story earlier this summer with Pitsco 
Education Program Designer Aubrey Vance. Aubrey was visiting the Santa Maria-Bonita 
School District to help facilitate a STEM camp. The district has implemented K-8 STEM 
Units for use primarily with its migrant student population.

I have taught summer school for 15 years. The hard part has always been to make the 

lessons exciting so the kids come back. I always bring in my own hands-on activities so the 

day is not so drab.

This is what happened on the first day of summer school. We did a structures project with 

tubes. Students had to build the tallest structure. I told them we would be using three other 

mediums (clay, paper, and wood) to build our structures.

One student was carrying his project home when he met his mom. He explained what he 

did and what we would be doing all week. Then, he said, “Mom, this was so fun. I can’t wait to 

come back to school tomorrow.”

In all my 15 years of teaching summer school, I’ve never heard that. My attendance has 

stayed steady so far. Usually, you lose about a third of your class. I have had three kids miss a 

day due to appointments, but they came back. I have had only one student start who is no 

longer here.

This program takes some prep, but it’s worth it. Thank you. 

K-8 STEM Units make summer 
school best it’s ever been
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STEM Expeditions
Applying the Engineering Design Process

Implementation is flexible, blending teacher-led instruction with collaborative, student-directed 
activities while integrating the 10 best practices for teaching math and science:

Writing for reflection  
and problem solvingHands-on learning

Using a problem-
solving approachCooperative learning

Integrating technologyDiscussion and inquiry

Teaching as a facilitatorQuestioning and conjectures

Utilizing assessment  
as part of instructionJustification of thinking

www.pitsco.com/STEMexpeditions
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View back issues of The Pitsco Network at www.pitsco.com/network.

Tackle them all with TETRIX® robotics.

Science, technology, engineering, and math

www.tetrixrobotics.com


